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Download. Share. Get to Know. Chaubey and Shobha's relationship also reached the end, and Arun
also contemplated a pregnancy with Meera. The show remained popular for its double meaning puns
and comedy. 7.5 out of 10 based on 4501 ratings. Although, the others like Suzzane (Tait),
Sampooran (Aiswarya Nag) and Sajjalichi (Amit Sharma) remained in the show as regular
characters. Yet again the series got the tag of a comedy series for its humorous episodes and also for
its witty dialogues. More than of the show aired successfully. after the show aired, a lot of episodes
were recorded and re-aired to boost up its popularity. The show also gained huge viewership ratings.
The series got support from the masses and got a cult status in India. It was also one of the few
Indian shows that was made into both regional and dubbed versions. Taarak Mehta Ka Oolta
Chashmah was an instant hit. Taarak Mehta Ka Ooltah Chasmah Ka Dostapana Atya. Taarak Mehta
Ka Ooltah Chasmah Ka Dostapana Atya. Thumarai, Anjana and Anjana's mom. The show revolves
around Arun Mehta, who works at a travel company and lives with his parents, two sisters, Anjana
and her mom, and his uncle Sajjalichi, a medical practitioner. While Arun is an introvert and often
believes that he isn't good in anything, he is eventually shown to be a good person. He falls in love
with Arushi, an air hostess. The role was portrayed by Puneeth Rajkumar, who later became a
household name. Taarak mehta ka ooltah chashmah drama baajipaati ko toh hota. Watch Taarak
Mehta ka ooltah chashmah full video in this website. Download film Taarak Mehta ka ooltah
chashmah hd video Taarak Mehta ka ooltah chashmah drama in best quality. 42hrs. 2.67G. 12.8K.
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